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Abstract. Currently, most video carving methods are to recover video
files from disk file system, but these methods often do not work well
for video form network streams, especially for live streaming video. In
this paper, an adaptive video carving method is proposed to recover
the live FLV(Flash Video) streaming video from network traffic. Firstly,
to revover videos when there is no packet loss during data capture, a
method based on network data structure is proposed. Secondly, to solve
the problem of packet loss or corruption during data capture, another
video carving method is proposed based on both the FLV structure and
network data structure. Finally, to achieve good balance between com-
putational complexity and recovery accuracy, an adaptive method based
above two methods is proposed. The experimental results show that the
proposed methods achieve good performance both in consuming time
and recovery rate.
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1 Introduction

Digital forensics is the process of preserving, acquiring, checking, analyzing and
presenting digital evidence from any digital devices. Recovering videos from dig-
ital data fragments is an important work in digital forensics. With the rapid
development of computer network, live streaming videos have been popular in
our daily life. Meanwhile live video related crimes have occurred more and more
frequently and it has aroused great concerns in society [1, 2, 3, 4]. In addition,
since criminal evidence in storage media can be easily accessed by criminals and
suffer irreversible damages, the traditional digital forensics based on storage me-
dia becomes less reliable in the case of providing direct and effective evidence in
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criminal investigations [5, 6, 7]. Criminal evidence[8] sent to networks with live
streaming video could be hardly damaged by criminals. Therefore live streaming
video is safer to store crimial scenes and evidence, and carving methods for live
streaming videos are highly desired.

In the literature, most video carving methods use file structures to restore
video files from disk file system, but such methods do not perform well for
videos from network packet data. A few number of carving methods can restore
videos from network streams, like the open source FLV download tool FLVCD,
which downloads the FLV video from servers. However FLVCD does not work
for live streaming videos, because it requires source’s IP addresses, which are
often encrypted or hidden to prevent video stealing. Wireshark [9] is one of the
excellent network security and monitoring tools, which can extract parts of the
video in the network stream. The Flash Video (FLV) format is widely used in
live streaming video and usually transmitted with Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP)[10] chunked transfer encoding method. Inspired by the working princi-
ple of Wireshark and structure of FLV, the HTTP chunk based carving (HCBC)
is proposed to extract video data.

Furthermore, network data used for live streaming video recovering is usually
captured at certain gateways, where video data flows through with large volume
of other data. Sometimes we cannot capture all the needed video data, but
inevitably have some video packets lost, corrupted or disordered during capture
process [11, 12]. Recovering from partial live streaming data is quite challenge
work. For example, HCBC does not perform well in such cases. To solve this
problem, we propose the FLV tag based carving (FTBC) method, which is based
on both FLV tag structure and network data structure, rather than network data
structure only. Since FLV data is only the subset of network data, we can recover
videos in the absence of some irrelevant network data. Moreover, the redundancy
in FLV data can be used to further recover videos precisely.

FTBC is better than HCBC in terms of video recovery rate, however it
consumes much more time than HCBC due to the complicated retrieving scheme
it adopts. In the case of losing no packet or a few packet, HCBC could also
achieves good performance in recovery rate. To make a good balance between
consuming time and recovery rate, an adaptive method based on FTBC and
HCBC is finally proposed in this paper.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, related
video carving work is described; In Section 3, the adaptive video carving method
is introduced; in Section 4, the experimental results are given to compare the
performance of the proposed methods and other benchmarks. Finally, Section 5
concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

The traditional recovery technique recover the video files from the storage de-
vice, we recover video from the captured network traffic based on the network
data structures and video structure. Basic video recovery technique for video file
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restoration use the meta-information [13] of the file system to recover a video
file stored in a storage medium. New attempts have been made to recover the
files depending on the file structure or file content instead of the file system in-
formation. The Scalpel [14] is one of the file carving tools which do not rely on
the file system meta-information to restore a vide file. This carver uses header
and footer of video files to restore the video file in a whole disc. Pal and Mem-
on proposed[15] a general framework to restore a file. This method identifies
fragments and reorders the fragments by uses three main steps: preprocessing,
collation and reassembly. These files in the storage medium which was not al-
located. Park and Lee proposed a procedure for use on video data fragments
forensics related to DVRs[16]. They present a way to sort the extracted video
frames based on the above properties. These frames will be converted to images
and these images is used to construct a playable video file. Yang. et al[17]. pro-
posed a technique in their paper is an AVI carving method based on frame size
and index. This method extracts video data from a storage medium using signa-
tures and statistic information rather than file system information. However, to
the best of our knowledge, there is only a little research of network flow solution
that is available for video craving.

Most of the previous works focused on MPEG4 or some other formats and
not much work has been proposed in video carving for network flows. With the
consideration of wide use of the FLV format in live streaming videos, recovering
FLV data in network flows remains important.

3 The Proposed Methods
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Fig. 1. Processing steps of the proposed video file restoration technique

In this section, two carving methods based on network data structure and
FLV structure are developed to handle different packet loss rate. In order to
handle various network situations, an adaptive carving method is proposed based
on these two methods. These proposed carving methods mainly include three
stage: preprocessing, extraction and connection, as shown in Fig. 1. Due to the
huge amount of data flowing on the network, directly recovering video files this
data may not be efficient. In the preprocessing stage, network work data is
screened based on the source IP, destination IP and port and playloads of selected
TCP packets are extracted. In the extraction stage, the FLV header data and
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the video data is extracted in the data blocks based on the characteristics of the
network flow or the structural features of the FLV file. Finally, in the reordering
stage, extracted data is sorted and merged into video files.

3.1 FLV file structure

File Header

Metadata Tag

Pre Tag size

Video Tag1

Audio Tag2

  

Tag Header
Tag Data

Header information 

{type, version, dataoffset...}

Codec specifications
{resolution，frame rate...}

Video tag
Video -> h.264/h.263/vp6...

Audio tag
Audio -> ACC/ADPCM/MP3...

Pre Tag size

Pre Tag size

Fig. 2. The structure of video file

The FLV file consists of a file header and a number of tags that could be
classified into three categories including audio tags, video tags and script tags
based on the types of streams they represent. The overview structure of a FLV
file is shown in Fig. 2. The FLV file starts with a file header consisting of 9 bytes,
while the first three bytes are the signature of the FLV file “46 4C 56”. 4 bytes
followed by the 9 bytes are the first tag size which is always 0. After that, the
FLV file is splitted into different tags. The first eleven bytes of a tag is tag header,
where first byte indicates tag types, followed by three bytes indicating playload
size of a tag. Other information like timestamp is indicated in the remaining
bytes. Since we are only interested in video and audio files in this work, our
discussion on FLV tags is limited to these two types. Table 1 shows typical
values of different types of FLV tags, where we can see each type of FLV tag
has a unique value in the first byte. For example, ‘0x08’ represent audio, ‘0x09’
for video, ‘0x12’ for metadata which contains codec specifications. Furthermore,
the first byte of tag playload, which indicates its type, should be restricted to
certain values according to tag types. For instance, as shown in Table 2, inside a
‘video’ tag, the first byte of tag playload is either ’0x17’ denoting a keyframe of
video data or ‘0x27’ denoting interframe of video data. Other values are invalid.

Table 1. FLV tag type. x is hexadecimal data.

Tag code Name Description

0x08xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Audio
Contains a audio packet simlar to a SWF
SoundStreamBlock plus codec information

0x09xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Video
Contains a video packet similar to a SWF
VideoFrame plus codec information

0x12xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Meta
Contains two AMF packet, the name of the
event and the data to gowith it
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3.2 Video carving with HCBC

In China, the technique of HTTP-FLV is widely used in live video streaming.
Due to the real-time nature of live video, the size of the transmitted content
could not be determined when HTTP is used to transmit video data. Therefore
most websites adopt HTTP chunked transfer encoding. HCBC is developed to
recove video data from such network data.

Table 2. Tag data type.

Tag Type First byte of playload Description

Meta 0x02 Metadata

Audio 0xAF Audio data

Video
0x17 Keyframe data
0x27 Interframe data

Firstly, HTTP chunks is scanned byte by byte to search for the FLV file signa-
ture “46 4C 56”. When the signature is identified, the data after it is extracted.
Secondly, the header and data portion of the HTTP chunks are extracted. Fi-
nally, we stop scanning when meeting the end tag. In the reordering process,
the fragments are merged into videos based on the extraction order of the chunk
data.

In our experiments, it was found that the performance of HCBC is close to
that of the file-based transfer method when no packet is missing or corrupted
during the capture at gateways. This method can be realized on network data
structure, referencing to as HTTP chunked data, without handling complicated
file strucutres, it consumes less time as comparing to FTBC. But as the packet
missing rate during capture goes high, it could not extract valid video data as
effectively as FTBC.

3.3 Video carving with FTBC

In HCBC, video files are extracted from network streams in a coarse way that
it requires the completeness of whole HTTP chunks. However due to the huge
mount of data passing through gateways, sometimes it is impossible to capture
all the related packets. When captured IP datagrams are incomplete or cor-
rupted [11], HTTP chunks are more likely to become imcomplete, and thus the
possibility of successfully extracting data will be reduced significantly. Therefore
instead of extracting at HTTP chunck level, we extract video at a lower and
finer level: FLV file level.

Firstly, video or audio tags are detected and verified in the captured network
data. We obtain data parts of HTTP chucks by removing headers. In this way, no
header information from HTTP chunks is utilized. Then FLV header is located
in the data parts of HTTP chuncks by searching for the FLV signature. Video
and audio FLV tags could be identified by searching for tag signatures in Table
1 after the FLV header. For instance, if a tag starts with ‘08’, it is audio tag
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and the following bit stream is audio stream; if it starts with ‘09’, it is a video
tag; if it starts with ’12’, it is a metadata tag. Moreover, according to the FLV
structure described in section 3.1, we could access the first byte of tag playload
and use it to validate the detected tags. As discussed in section 3.1 and shown
in Table 2, for a video tag, the first byte should be either ‘0x17’ or ‘0x27’, for a
audio tag, it should be ‘AF’ and for a metadata tag, it should be ’02’, otherwise
the detected tags are invalid. For clarity, an example of video tag is given in Fig.
3, which is highlighted in the red box. It starts with video tag signature ‘09’
and the first eleven bytes within the red box is the tag header. The first byte
following the tag header is ‘17’, which confirms the validity of the video tag.

Secondly, video and audio file information is extracted from tag header. It is
straightforward to access the size of tag playload once tag is found. For example,
as shown in Fig.3, the three bytes right after the tag signature, i.e.,“00 00 1E”
indicates the size of tag playload, which is 30 in decimal. Timestampe, which is
another important information that will be used in the reordering stage, could
be extracted from the four bytes after size bytes of tag data. It is “6F 8D A8
01” in this example.

Finally, the size of tag data is verified. The last four bytes before the next
tag denotes the size of whole tag, denoted by LH. At the same time, the size
of tag is recorded. Sometimes, video tags could cross multiple network packets
as shown in Fig. 4, where block X is the first network packet that a new tag
comes up, and block X+n is the last packet it ends with. L1 and Ln are the
bytes that the tag takes in the first block and the last block, respectively. Li,
i = 2, · · · , n − 1 is the size of block i between the first and last blocks. if

∑
Li

equals LH, the detected tag data is correct. Otherwise, the data is corrupted
and should be dropped.

Tag header(11byte) Tag data length(3byte)

Timestamp

Tag data

Tag length(4byte)

Fig. 3. The structure of video tag

When a network packet containing a tag header is lost, two nearby tag data
streams could be incorrectly concatenate into a single tag in FTBC. To deal with
that case, M is set as the maximum size of a tag. If the size of the inspected
tags exceed M , we will drop them. M is critical to the performance of our
alogrithm. If M is too small, it could falsely drop valid tags. If M is too large,
it could be ineffective in detecting invalid tags. Through intensive experiments,
our algorithm FTBC could achieve the optimal results when it is set as

M = 19 × L̄TCP (1)

where L̄TCP is the average size of TCP packets.
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Fig. 4. Calculate the length of tag

In the extraction phase, timestamp is extracted for each video and audio
tag. Since according to the timestamp format in FLV file, the first three bytes
are low, the fourth byte is high, the correct timestamp could be calculated by
reording these four bytes. In the case of Fig. 3, the right order of the timestamp
information is 01 6E 8D A8. A packet may contains multiple tags and these
tags within the same packet is in sequential order. Therefore instead of sorting
tags, it is convenient to sort packets. For the packets containing multiple tags,
only the timestamp from the first tag is used for sorting. Finally, tags and the
fragments that contain these tags could be sorted according to the value of
converted timestamp.

3.4 Adaptive carving

Both HCBC and FTBC have their advantages and disadvantages. HCBC takes
less time, but suffers less recovery rate, while FTBC can still achieve large recov-
ery rate even at large packet loss rate, but consumes more time. That encourage
us to take these two methods adaptively to achieve the balance between time
and accuracy. A cost function is defined as

J = F + λT (2)

where F is failure rate that indicates the perceptage of tags with failing to
recover; T denotes the average time to process a packet. The algorithm that
gives the lowest cost in Eq. (2), is the optimal solution we want to adopt. λ is
a balance paramater to set the proirty between accuracy and time. If λ is 0,
accuracy is the only factor we care about when choosing between HCBC and
FTBC. Based on our experimental results in section 4, we assume failure rate of
both method could be approximated by a linear model to packet loss rate as

FH = αR, FF = βR (3)

where FH and FF is failure rate of HCBC and FTBC, respectively; R is the loss
rate of the packets captured at gateways; α and β are the slopes of the linear
models and α > β.

Decision is made based on the cost of each method, and HCBC should be
adopted when its cost is less than that of FTBC as

FH + λTH < FF + λTF (4)
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where TH and TF are the average processing time of a packet in HCBC and
FTBC, respectively. By substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (4), decision could be made
based on

R < φ(TH − TF ) (5)

where φ = λ
α−β is a pre-setting parameter that sets preference between accuracy

and consuming time. When Eq. (5) occurs, HCBC is adopted, otherwise FTBC
is adopted. To calculate Eq. (5), R needs to be estimated. TCP packet could be
sorted according to their sequence number and then a sliding window with size
of n can be used to estimate R.

4 Experimental results

4.1 Experimental settings

To evaluate the performance of the proposed methods, an experimental network
is set up to simulate the real environment as shown in Fig. 5, 10 virtual machines
as users are linked to the Internet via the same gateway. The user machines
are running on Microsoft Windows 10 (64-Bit) with IPs from 192.168.1.1 to
192.168.1.10 and the gateway is on Linux (CentOS 6.7) with IP 192.168.1.254.
FengYunlive, which is one of the most popular live streaming video website in
China, is used as our dataset source and video files from Google Chrome cache is
used as original data. The network bandwidth at the gateway is set to 10 Mbps.
The network packets use for video carving are captured at the gateway with
open source software tcpdump while 3 user machines are watching live videos
from FengYunlive, and the rest are browsing random websites. To simulate the
packet loss during data capture, the captured network data are randomly deleted
in 0%, 10%, 30% and 50% for different experiments. In order to estimate R in
this paper, n is set to 1000. By extracting the sequence numbers of the first
and the last TCP packets in the window, we are able to calculate the total
number of TCP packets m between them if no packet is missing. Finally, the R
is calculated as m−n

m . In our experiments, we found TH and TF are very stable
and thus right side of Eq. (5), i.e., φ(TH − TF ) is set as a constant value, 0.07
in our experiments.

The performance of proposed methods was compared with one of similar
video carving tools: Wireshark. It extracts video data in a way similar to HCBC.
However when a IP datagram is lost or corrupted, it could only recover video
data before the lost or corrupted network data and is unable to extract data
after that.

4.2 Evaluation metrics

The performance of the porposed methods are evaluated in three metrics: pre-
cision, recall and F-Measure calculate as
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Fig. 5. The environment of experiment

P (Precision) =
A

A+B
∗ 100% (6)

R(Recall) =
A

A+ C
∗ 100% (7)

F − value =
2 ∗ P ∗R
P +R

∗ 100% (8)

where A represents the number of true recovered FLV tags, B is the number
of false recovered FLV tags, and C is the number of unrecovered FLV tags. F-
value is the weighted average of precision and recall. To check if the tag data is
restored, the hash values of the restored video tags and the original video tags
is compared through the MD5 function.

4.3 Performance comparison

Table 3. Experiment results of no packet losing or corrupted

Method
Recovered Tags count Average Time taken

(hh:mm:ss)test1.flv Recall test2.flv Recall test3.flv Recall Recall
(63991) (%) (23678) (%) (31231) (%) (%)

Wireshark 63991 100.00 23678 100.00 31231 100.00 100.00 00:13:25

HCBC 61021 95.36 22054 93.14 28971 92.76 93.75 00:19:24

FTBC 61821 96.61 22354 94.41 29971 95.97 95.66 00:49:48

Adaptive 61021 95.36 22054 93.14 28971 92.76 93.75 00:19:24

Three FLV files are tested in our experiments, where each file contains 63991,
23678 and 31231 tags, respectively. Table 3 shows the recall of different methods
when there is no packet missing or corrupted in the captured data. HCBC con-
sumes less time than FTBC as expected and they achieves similar performance
in recall, 93.73% and 95.66% on average by HCBC and FTBC, respectively. The
performance of adaptive carving is exactly the same as HCBC, because HCBC is
alway prefered in the adaptive method when there is no packet loss. Wireshark
achieves the highest recall 100% and consumes the least time.
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Table 4. Experiment results of deleting 10% related IP datagrams

Method
Recovered Tags count Average Time taken

(hh:mm:ss)test1.flv Recall test2.flv Recall test3.flv Recall Recall
(Del-10%) (60191) (%) (21308) (%) (27893) (%) (%)

Wireshark 33915 56.35 16131 75.70 19231 68.95 67.00 00:13:25

HCBC 54637 90.77 18904 88.72 24601 88.20 89.23 00:18:34

FTBC 58318 96.89 20138 94.51 26971 96.69 96.03 00:48:18

Adaptive 57492 95.52 19904 93.41 26108 93.60 94.18 00:22:59

Table 5. Experiment results of deleting 30% related IP datagrams

Method
Recovered Tags count Average Time taken

(hh:mm:ss)test1.flv Recall test2.flv Recall test3.flv Recall Recall
(Del-30%) (46703) (%) (18537) (%) (22501) (%) (%)

Wireshark 13815 29.58 9131 49.26 19231 41.02 39.95 00:13:25

HCBC 36021 77.13 12054 65.03 17083 75.92 72.69 00:16:43

FTBC 45802 98.07 17913 96.63 21285 94.60 96.43 00:42:57

Adaptive 42827 91.70 17231 92.95 20231 89.91 91.52 00:33:43

Table 6. Experiment results of deleting 50% related IP datagrams

Method
Recovered Tags count Average Time taken

(hh:mm:ss)test1.flv Recall test2.flv Recall test3.flv Recall Recall
(Del-50%) (38095) (%) (13349) (%) (17839) (%) (%)

Wireshark 5917 15.53 5131 38.44 2231 12.51 22.16 00:13:25

HCBC 25917 68.03 8019 60.07 10971 61.50 63.20 00:15:02

FTBC 37021 97.18 13054 97.79 17202 96.43 97.13 00:38:08

Adaptive 36561 95.97 12563 94.11 16941 94.97 95.02 00:28:54

However when parts of the captured packets are missing, as shown in Table
4 5 6, the performance of Wireshark decreases dramatically. It only achieves
67.00%, 39.95% and 22.16% on average in recall when packet loss rate is 10%,
30%, 50%, respectively. HCBC also suffers less recovery rate, but its performance
in recall is still better than that of Wireshark. Even though FTBC consumes the
most time among all the methods, it could achieve recall higher than 95% in
all conditions, because FTBC has traversed all the data as much as possible to
extract the video data based on network data structure and FLV structure. As
for the adaptive carving, benefiting from adaptively switching between HCBC
and FTBC, it could always achieve comparable performance to FTBC in term
of recall, but consumes less time, especially at low packet loss rate, e.g. 10%.

As measured in precision P in Eq. (6), all methods in all cases achieve 100%,
which means there is no false recovery. This is because the redundant information
in both network packet header and FLV tag header could effectively prevent false
recovery.

Fig. 6 shows the curves of recall and F-value versus packet loss rate for all
methods, where we can see both FTBC and adaptive methods could maintain
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high recall and F-value in various the packet loss rates, while recall and F-value of
HCBC and Wireshark sharply decrease as packet loss rate increases. In addition,
in Fig. 7 (a), the relation between packet loss and recall of HCBC and FTBC
can be both modeled linearly, which verifies our assumption of linear model on
the failure rate in Eq. (3).
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Fig. 6. Recall and F-Value of different methods in various packet loss rate.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a recovery technology for live streaming videos. FLV is a
popular video container widely used in live streaming videos and the proposed
carving methods target at recovering data from FLV based video network data.
First, two different carving approaches are proposed to process network data
captured at gateways in different situations. When captured data is complete or
with a small scale of data loss, HCBC is able to recover video quickly and accu-
rately. When captured data suffers severe packet loss, FTBC could obtain high
recovery rate at cost of high consuming time. To achieve the balance between
recovery rate and consuming time, an adaptive method is proposed based FT-
BC and HCBC. The experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed
methods as comparing with the prior such as Wireshark.
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